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OPA USA has launched a
scheme called ‘Airport Watch’
aimed at the prevention of terrorism.
With the London bombings so fresh
in our minds, we must be aware of
the inevitability of an attempt to
target an airfield or aircraft in a future
attack.
European pilots and their passengers
can make a real contribution in
terrorism prevention by forming their
own informal but diligent ‘Airport
Watch’.
General aviation is under suspicion
as a potential launch point for
terrorist activity. After the events of
September 11th 2001, the people in
your community may have a different
view of aeroplanes and their potential
use as weapons. This has certainly
been invigorated by the recent events
in London. You may even share
that concern. The world changed
radically that terrible day and it is
incumbent on us - the people who
depend on general aviation aircraft
for our livelihood, our recreation, our
personal transportation - to do our
share to make sure that our airports
are safe.
Every pilot is part of the larger
aviation community. For pilots,
our airports are our communities
and we need to protect them just
like we watch our own homes and
neighbourhoods. Pilots are the first to
know that someone doesn’t belong on
the airport or that some activity at the
airport is outside normal routines. At
general aviation airports, the cost of
implementing security programs that
might include complete fencing of the
airport’s perimeter are, for the most
part, cost prohibitive.

But, with more than 27,000
pilots based at virtually every
general aviation airport in the
United Kingdom and many more
throughout Europe, these pilots have
a tremendous opportunity to make a
difference in security at GA airports.
If you have information about
possible terrorist activity in the UK,
call the anti-terrorist hotline: 0800
789 321 or if you are based or visiting
some other country, the dedicated
hotline for that country. Make an
effort to find out what that number is.
The anti-terrorist hotlines are for tipoffs and confidential information.
The number to call when you see
something suspicious at an airport
(for warnings about possible bombs
or other immediate threats) is 999
or 112 and, if it exists at the airport
concerned, airport security.
In this post-attack atmosphere, we
can no longer say, "That could never
happen." We don't know what can
happen and what can't - even at a
quiet little airport. While unlikely, the
potential remains for general aviation
airplanes to be used by terrorists.
P2►
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This unlikely possibility brings with it the
potential for security officials to impose
restrictions on airport access and use. We
can lessen that need by protecting our own
aviation neighbourhoods.
These recommendations advocate
vigilance but we must avoid over-reactive
paranoid behaviour as this would simply
satisfy the most basic of the terrorist’s
aims. Do not lend credence to the idea
that “all these little planes are dangerous”.
No GA aircraft has ever been used as a
terrorist weapon, and the few light aircraft
that HAVE hit buildings have caused
relatively little damage. Even when a
B25 with full fuel accidentally flew into
the Empire State Building in 1945, the
consequences were far from the 9/11
catastrophe. The building held and the loss
of life was limited. While a light aircraft
could theoretically be loaded with high
explosives and flown into a building, it
is much, much simpler to fill a lorry with
tons of fertiliser and detonate that next to
the same building. This HAS happened
many times and will continue to happen,
but do we ban all lorries from our towns
and cities? No. We use vigilance when in
towns and cities but especially in areas
where our expertise and experience is at its
best. Airports.
Show your community that pilots are
keeping watch at their local airports. Be
ready to call the UK anti-terrorist hotline:
0800 789 321 or the European equivalent.
Be part of 'Airport Watch'. It's easy!

You just need eyes and ears!
Your local police will tell you that the best
protection your home can have is an alert
neighbour. 'Airport Watch' operates just
like a neighbourhood watch. The people
on a neighbourhood watch know their
neighbours' habits, who is on holiday,
whose car belongs where, and they are
able to spot trouble, sometimes before
it happens. With the concept of 'Airport
Watch' you should heighten your attention
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at the airport - get to know your fellow
hangar tenants, pilots, and aircraft owners.
This won't take up any extra time. All
you have to do is go about your business
at the airport - whether it's flying, hangar
flying, performing maintenance, or just
socialising. You don't have to write reports
or attend lengthy meetings. Just follow
these guidelines and be prepared to call
0800 789 321 or your local equivalent if
you see any activity that does not seem
right to you.
Here are some ways pilots can show their
communities that pilots are responsible
citizens who are concerned about security
at our airports. Remember, these tips work
best with frequent visits to your airport!
• Have your ID ready. Always carry a
photo ID for yourself. Even though
you know your passengers, insist that
they also arrive with picture identification in case of challenge by security or
airport personnel. It also makes sense
to carry your pilot’s licence with you as
this is often required to enable you to
get airside at larger airfields.
• Be cooperative. We want the community to know that we are willing to
comply with added security measures.
You may have flown out of the same
airport for 20 years and think “everybody knows me,” but the brand-new
security guard doesn’t. Make it easy
for them to do their job, and be thankful that they’re doing it well.
• Share information. Supply your airport
operator or maintenance organisation
with photos of pilots authorised to use
your airplane so that new or infrequent
users won’t be mistaken for an unauthorised lawbreaker. If someone else is
going to fly your aircraft, inform your
maintenance organisation or hangar
owner by telephone. Let staff know
anytime your plane is going to be kept
away from its home field so they know
it’s not missing without reason; inform
them when the airplane is undergoing maintenance or shouldn’t be going
anywhere, so they can challenge any
movement of your airplane during the
period of inactivity.
• Get to know your airport community.
Introduce yourself to airport neighbours and become familiar with the
aircraft these neighbours fly. Not only
will you meet and interact with new
people and new airplanes, but also
you’ll be better prepared to notice new
airplanes and new faces at your airport.
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• Greet strangers. Introduce yourself to
new faces at your airport - particularly
new flight students and visitors to your
home field and transient pilots you
meet. At once, you can resolve many
questions about them and help give
your home airport a reputation as a
friendly place to fly.
• Stand united. Organise (or help organise) a series of meetings at the airport
to discuss security issues, any changes
or new rules, and to generally get to
know your airport neighbours while
sharing in the effort to protect your
community. If such meetings already
exist, attend. Believe that “it can
happen here” and don’t wait for other
people to take charge.
• Have your tools handy. Bring your
mobile phone to the airport — and
make sure it’s charged. Have a pen
and paper close by in case you have
to write down registration numbers or
descriptions. Consider having an inexpensive camera - even a disposable one
- at the ready to photograph anything
suspicious.
• Spread the word. Talk about ‘Airport
Watch’. Let people know that general
aviation pilots take security at our airports seriously, that we voluntarily act
to be on the alert for what is happening
at our airports. You’ll also reinforce
the message that the general aviation
community takes care of itself without
the need for increased and possibly
burdensome government regulations.
• Be prepared for the long haul. Keep
the effort going. Help sustain these
and other security efforts once they’re
started. The new reality of operating
aircraft post 9/11 and now 7/7 and 21/7
is not a drill and it’s not a flash in the
pan.
Momentum must be sustained in the
long term, both for the safety and security
of our airplanes and airports, as well as
for our long-term protection from the
imposition of rules that impinge on our
freedom to fly.
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Report what you find unusual! First call
0800 789 321 or the local equivalent or
999 / 112 in an emergency. Then share the
information with airport management or
staff.
Never approach someone you fear
may be about to commit an illegal act
or crime with an airplane. Make some
notes, such as the person's appearance,
clothing, car registration, type of aircraft,
and registration number. Take a picture,
but keep your distance if the situation
seems hostile. If you can't safely contact
the closest authorities or the airport
management without exposing yourself to
risk, leave the field or go to your car and
talk on your mobile phone. It could be
your best weapon in fighting airport crime.
Provide details. Be specific in details
whenever you report something amiss to
authorities. Generalised concerns (e.g.,
"That bloke looked shifty to me...") may
not carry the appropriate sense of urgency.
Details carry weight: "I'm at the
Anytown Airport and just saw [something
dangerous] loaded into a tan-and-orange
plane with the registration G-XXXX.
The pilot seems to be intimidated by his
passengers; the passengers are keeping
out of sight. I think something bad is
about to happen." Pay attention to height,
weight, clothing, or other identifiable
traits.
Never hesitate to call 0800 789 321
or the local equivalent! If danger is
imminent, call 999 or 112. We can never
be too sure of our safety!

too easy to break into...I’m just running
out to get a sandwich” are all excuses for
poor security.
Crime happens because of opportunity.
Don’t ever make it easy for anyone!
Lock your airplane’s doors, regardless of
whether your airplane is hangared or tied
outside - always!

For added security, consider using an
auxiliary lock to further protect your
aircraft from unauthorised use. Options
available include several fine locks for
propellers, throttle, and prop controls.
Pilot supply catalogues have a wide range
of products to deter tampering and theft of
your aircraft.

Security begins with your own
airplane
Then take home all your keys - to the
airplane, hangar, and auxiliary locks. You
might want to consider whether you keep
your airplane key on the same keychain
as your hangar key. Make it as difficult
as possible for someone to gain access to
your airplane.

Together we can make general aviation
the least attractive option available to the
terrorist or other criminal!
Your participation at your local airport
will make this program a success. Now
you don’t have to wonder what you can
do to ensure you will be able to enjoy the
freedom. Use your eyes and ears to keep
our airports safe
Here’s what to look for:
• Pilots who appear under the control of
someone else.
• Anyone trying to access an aircraft
through force - without keys, using a
crowbar or screwdriver.
• Anyone who seems unfamiliar with
aviation procedures trying to check out
an airplane.
• Anyone who misuses aviation language
- or seems too eager to use all the
lingo.
• People or groups who seem determined
to keep to themselves.
• Any members of your airport neighbourhood who work to avoid contact
with you or other airport tenants.
• Anyone who appears to be just loitering, with no specific reason for being
there.
• Any out-of-the-ordinary videotaping of
aircraft or hangars.
• Aircraft with unusual or obviously
unauthorised modifications.
• Dangerous cargo or loads - explosives,
chemicals, openly displayed weapons
- being loaded into an airplane.
• Anything that strikes you as wrong
- listen to your gut instinct, and then
follow through.
• Pay special attention to height, weight,
and the individual’s clothing or other
identifiable traits.
Use your common sense, not all these
items indicate terrorist activity.
When in doubt, check it out! Check with
airport staff or call 0800 789 321 or the
local equivalent.
Compiled by David Bruford.

Charity may begin at home, but so does
security. People seldom forget to lock their
homes; cars are locked less frequently. But
too often pilots neglect to lock the doors of
their aircraft. “It’s always hangared...It’s
50/2005
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Compiled by
Andrew Radley
andrew.radley@btconnnect.com

Eclipse 500
In issue 49 we mentioned progress with some of the coming
generation of very light jets. AOPA Pilot magazine in the US has
been given the first opportunity to fly the Eclipse 500 and their
report is fascinating reading. Brainchild of a former Microsoft
executive, the 500 is still in flight test at Eclipse Aviation (in
Albuquerque, New Mexico) but customer deliveries should
commence next year. Whilst the aircraft reportedly performs and
handles well, probably the most interesting aspects of this 5 to 6 seat
twin jet are around the market philosophy and economics. The late
2004 purchase price was around $1.5 million and Eclipse intends
that the 500 should achieve a per seat mile operating cost of less
than $1. The 375kt aircraft has a payload with full fuel of 710 lb and
will fly 1,280 nm, with reserves. Although considerably cheaper
than many potential competitors, Eclipse does not apparently see
the first cost of the 500 as the only sales driver. They have put
considerable development funding into a programme of design
for reliability and maintainability, so as to support a commercial
approach to operation of the aircraft. To this end they have included
some novel features, such as an advanced high capacity data
recorder to aid maintenance diagnostics and product support.

characteristics and these should be easily mastered by competent
and appropriately trained GA pilots. So, whilst this aircraft may
well be a little beyond the needs (and means in my case!) of some
of our members, it does raise the intriguing prospect that, through a
fractional or a shared ownership scheme, control of a capable light
jet might come within the realistic reach of many more pilots in the
very near future.

US Legislative Move Could Kill FSS
Modernisation

The promised modernisation of flight service stations in the US
is under threat because of a political move to block outsourcing
of government jobs. In IP48 we reported that Lockheed Martin
had won a major contract with the FAA to upgrade the system of
flight service station across the US to improve service as well as
reduce costs. It now appears that a single clause inserted into the
act which authorises this year’s FAA funding during its passage
through the House of Representatives apparently prohibits the FAA
from placing the contract with LM. This would mean that the FSS
upgrade programme would be stalled indefinitely and that US tax
payers would make a large compensation payment to LM to boot.
Whilst the move is still being fought by various groups, including
US AOPA, it seems that dogmatic political activity can negatively
impact GA on both sides of the pond.

FAA Begins Removal of NDB Approach
Procedures
Although much of the airframe is outwardly conventional, Eclipse
has introduced some novel techniques to simplify assembly and
reduce parts count. The Eclipse core strategy is to sell in volumes
not normally seen in jet manufacture (up to 1,500 per year) to
operators who need high reliability with predictable operating costs.
Although owner/operators will be a key target market, Eclipse
believe that the 500 will sell mainly to air taxi operations based on
an emerging large scale market for on-demand regional business
travel. Whilst this market is by no means mature, potential operators
clearly have confidence in the concept, as Eclipse reports nearly
3,000 orders and options on the 500, mostly from fleet operators.
Eclipse have defined an initial and recurrent training programme
based on airline methods adapted for their aircraft’s greater
simplicity, this includes an emphasis on mentoring of those new to
jet operations. According to AOPA Pilot, the 500 exhibits benign

With the advent of the GPS Wide
Area Augmentation Service
(WAAS), the FAA has begun to
remove NDB based non-precision
approaches. Some 216 procedures
have already been disestablished
from a total of around 500 which
will go. The NDBs themselves are
remaining in place for the moment
but the FAA will save a considerable
amount by not maintaining the
procedures and will invest these
finds in further development of GPSWAAS based procedures.

Instrument Pilot
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Avionics developments

across the range of GA types and the FlightLogic range of avionics
is now available for retrofit “from the C150 to the C550”.

The development of avionics for GA continues apace. In the US the
introduction of wide area augmentation (GPS-WAAS) to provide
3D non-precision approach capability is being swiftly followed by
availability of satellite based weather information. These services
bring near real time data from ground based radar observations
into the cockpit as well as up to the minute weather forecasting and
reporting, providing either notation or graphical overlay information
on an MFD.

In adopting GPS and datalink based technologies, GA is
benefiting from the development of systems driven by the needs
of the business and large commercial aircraft sectors. What is also
becoming clear is that there are also benefits flowing from the
widespread adoption of automotive electronic systems, which are
driving down the cost of key system components such as sunlight
readable displays. Several car manufacturers are experimenting
with on-windscreen displays similar to head up displays (HUD). If
cost is reduced sufficiently by automotive use, adoption of HUD
systems in GA could clearly bring significant improvements in
situational awareness and safety. This would apply both in the VFR
environment where see and avoid is the predominant method of
separation and under IFR where HUD guidance driven by GPSWAAS would similarly be capable of providing a step change in
both safety and utility at the top end of GA operations. Further out is
the potential to use traffic altering and warning systems to provide
self organising local traffic.
Many of these developments are traditionally adopted in the
US long before Europe. Even this has the potential to change and
overcome previous regulatory reluctance, for example in seizing the
potential of GPS, as services provided through the high precision,
high integrity Galileo GNSS come on stream early in the next
decade. The next few years therefore hold some potentially exciting
developments for avionics which could improve GA IFR operations.
Incidentally, if some of these developments sound too good to be
true, consider the number of production GA types offered with a
glass cockpit as standard five years ago, none - to those offering
integrated flight information systems now - most, if not all.
The economics of advanced systems for retrofit are still slightly
problematic. It is reported that the cost of a full panel is typically
double the cash cost of an original manufacturer fit and this must
be seen against the much lower asset value of the existing aircraft
- so up to this point retrofit has been a more difficult case to make.
However, manufacturers such as Chelton Flight Systems are betting
on further reductions in prices and the attractiveness and utility of
the products to turn this situation around. Chelton are one of the few
OEMs to have invested in certification of electronic flight systems
50/2005

Transatlantic first re-enacted
Surprisingly little press coverage
was given to the successful flight of
the replica Vickers Vimy across the
Atlantic in early July, which recreated
the 1919 crossing made by John
Alcock and Arthur Whitten Brown.
Adventurer Steve Fossett, of Virgin
Global Flyer and round the world ballooning fame, accompanied
by 747 commander turned sextant wielding navigator, Mark
Rebholtz, flew the route of the first transatlantic flight from St
Johns Newfoundland to western Ireland in a little over 18 hours in
the 100kt biplane, landing on the afternoon of July 4th. As with the
original flight, the Vimy touched down near Clifden in Connemara,
this time on a golf course rather than in the infamous bog. Fossett
and Rebholtz used only authentic navigation principles and aids;
namely aforementioned sextant, compass and map - the only
concessions to modernity being more reliable engines and a better
understanding of the weather. I guess we are now so used to Mr
Fossett succeeding in his various air (and sea) borne adventures that
they seem almost unremarkable.
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Pilots’ Talk

Dates for your diary

Roskilde - Details now finalised! See page
13 for information and a booking form.
Sicily? 16th – 25th June 2006. Another
holiday trip, yet to be planned, possibly in
Sicily. More details to follow as they evolve
but please pencil these dates into your diary
system.

Simulator discount
for PPL/IR Europe
members at Exeter
(EGTE)
Simulator Flight Training Limited (part
owned by two PPL/IR Europe members) is
offering a 10% discount off of the standard
training and IR renewal test fees subject to
production of a current membership card
when settling the invoice.
SFT operates a TruFlite Simulator meeting
JAA FNPT requirements featuring a Garmin
GNS 430 and a setup which can be switched
between a BE76 Duchess, PA28R Arrow
or Cessna 172 in minutes. It can be used
for instructor assisted refresher training or
examiner accompanied IR renewals.
Enquiries or bookings via Airways Flight
Training’s office at Exeter Airport on 01392
364216.

Refresher workshops
exclusive to PPL/IR
Europe members
A great opportunity to update and enhance
your IFR knowledge and skills, and
particularly suitable for those who have
recently gained their IR. Practical sessions
covering such topics as flight planning,
dealing effectively with ATC and in-flight
problems, CRM aspects (managing the
flight), safety matters, updates and an
opportunity to practice in the latest type
of simulator. Expert advice and guidance
from experienced pilots/instructors, with
back-up support available. Workshops will
be held on the following Saturdays, 1030
Instrument Pilot

to 1600 hours; September 3rd, November
12th.Workshops subject to a minimum
of four confirmed delegates four weeks
in advance (and to a maximum of six
delegates). Cost (including VAT) £150.00
- payable at time of booking. These courses
are run on a ‘not-for-profit’ basis and take
place at Professional Air Training Ltd,
Bournemouth Airport. Arrive by car or air.
For further details and booking: Tel. +44
1202 593366. Fax. +44 1202 574020. Email info@pat.uk.com.
These workshops are strongly
recommended for continuation training by
the PPL/IR Europe Executive Committee as
contributing to flight safety.

Airfield Notes
We intend to introduce a new service on the
website giving information about airports
likely to be of interest to group members.
There is no suggestion that these notes are
comprehensive. They are not intended in
any way as a sole data source and we aim
for the minimum of duplication of detailed
information readily available elsewhere.
However they are written by pilots with
recent experience of how things work in
practice and we hope they will smooth your
arrivals and departures be they VFR or IFR.
The following examples are offered both as
a template and for comment. We then hope
that members will contribute information on
airfields they know so that the resource can
grow quickly. If you visit somewhere and
find things have changed please pass on an
update. (Jim Thorpe)

Severn and ‘The ridge’ the long straight
1,000ft escarpment a couple of miles to the
East. There are no nearby danger areas but
the seasonal wild fowl centre marked on the
charts should be avoided.
IFR
The NDB DME approach follows the
usual pattern. Radar is often (but not
always) available. Radar to the NDB
approach track may be offered as well as the
charted SRA. There is no SSR and quite a
lot of IFR training traffic.
Arrivals
Generally airways controllers will hand
you over to Brize Radar (unfailingly
efficient) who in turn will hand over to
Gloucester. There is a tendency to be kept
high. It can be effective to cancel IFR
and approach VFR if weather allows.
Sometimes the feed to the NDB is via
the arc, sometimes via the beacon or self
positioning to the FAT (perhaps via GPS
perish the thought).
Departures
No published SIDs but local agreements
mean that airways joins are only at Malby,
Brecon or Stafa. Note it’s Brecon even if
you are going SW. You are always asked
to be level at a minimum of FL90 before
Malby and many aircraft will need an orbit
to achieve this. Often London will accept
you in the climb in spite of this firm request
but you take your chances.

Gloucester EGBJ. Last update
28.06.05. Jim Thorpe
VFR
Overhead joins at 2,000ft are the norm.
More convenient joins are offered if
traffic is light. The three runways can be
hard to spot although the general location
between the Gloucester and Cheltenham
conurbations is fairly obvious. Local
unpublished reporting points are ‘The bends
in the river’ –the obvious S bends in the
6
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General
Helpful ATC and ground staff. Request
fuel to ATC but you may need to dig the fire
crew (who also refuel) out of their office by
the fire station yourself. Customs always
available but rarely turn out. Out of hours
service possible but expensive. The helpful
counter staff in the main terminal provide
weather and file flight plans. Transair shop
is a few yards away if you need to buy
anything and the airport café is always
open and generally more than adequate.
Lots of maintenance support although O2
availability may be a bit hit and miss.

Cannes LFMD Last update
28.06.05. Jim Thorpe
VFR
Approaches are via a number of VRPs
which are hard to spot some being over
the sea. Over the sea you will be kept to a
very low level, perhaps as little as 500 ft
with opposite direction helicopter traffic so
having the points in your GPS is a plus. The
over land points are close to high ground
and may attract scud so again having them
in the GPS helps. There is a lot of high
ground including some in the circuit so you
really need to have and study the Bottlang
plate. Note the double VV markings on
23/05 looks like the disused runway sign
but isn’t. Nice approach or information will
hand you over to the tower fairly late. The
ground frequency is used for parking and
start permission.
IFR
Can be an awkward airfield in that
it operates under the very busy Nice
approach.. There is a Localiser DME and a
circle to land with prescribed tracks. This
needs study because of the high ground.
Arrivals
Area service is provided by Nice and
an en route hold is a distinct possibility.
Some STARS are awkward and you may
have to fly them as radar headings are not
always offered. Approaching or transiting
IFR from Italy is almost impossible. It may
be effective to cancel IFR at Genoa and
approach low level VFR along the coast.
Departures
Any SID towards Italy will take you
almost to Corsica before allowing you to
route east. Westerly departures towards
STP work well. Only take the sometimes
offered short cut north direct to MTL if you
are happy at FL110 and above especially if
thunderstorms are a possibility on the hills.
The lower level route via Marseille and the

Rhone valley offers more options.
General
A long walk from the usual parking. If
you are on the far side of 05/23 don’t walk
across it as the authorities get upset. Call
for transport. Met and flight plan filing are
now via fax downstairs in the terminal (by
the toilets) and are unreliable. Fairly easy to
get through security, staff are not unhelpful
if asked. The Campanille Hotel is about a
300m walk, has a pool and is OK for a night
stop. ATC will direct you to self serve fuel
station with payment in the office a couple
of hundred meters away in the corner.
Landing fees etc paid in the terminal.

master plan forward to the public for
consultation. The main points from the plan
seek to establish a number of routes from
the Kent airport to other UK destinations
and to main European cities; strengthen
business aviation; an agreed operating limit
which will allow flexibility for operators;
and safeguards for residents on noise.
The proposals would see 500,000 annual
passengers, with around 26 daily arrivals
and departures. A public exhibition on the
plans will be held for local residents and the
industry.

Nantes
Nantes used to be like most French
Airfields - very GA Friendly. Sadly it’s
going the way of some UK regional airports.
As of this year it is now impossible to pay
a landing fee. Light aircraft are parked in
area India, which is located about as far
as possible from the terminals. You then
proceed through the security gate to reach
the flying club (very helpful but only
operational for limited hours). You must
then traipse over to the main passenger
terminal to locate the desk where you fill
in a Billing Form for your landing fee (the
French call it Le tax). The form clearly
states that if you don’t pay on the spot at
the General Aviation Room you will be
surcharged for the cost of billing in addition
to ‘Le Tax’.
Catch 22; they refuse to accept payment
on the spot. After this discourse you then
need to pass security with a full body search
and bag check. They seem very fearful of
PPLs flying light aircraft. Eventually you
are permitted access to your aircraft. Mind
you, nobody in security really knows if it is
your aircraft - you could be stealing some
other buggers pride & joy! I suppose when
you are a civilian security person it’s all a bit
jobsworth but taking the whole experience
into account, for me, it’s no more visits to
Nantes. (CB)

Airfield Updates

Biggin Hill Airport, Kent has put its

Brighton or officially, Shoreham
(Brighton City) Airport, Sussex now has
scheduled flights to Guernsey and Jersey
(three times per week) and Le Touquet
(every day except Monday and Wednesday
and twice daily on a Saturday) by
Euroexec.com, a commuter airline operating
a nine-passenger Piper Navajo. Further new
routes are planned for next year from a little
airport (1,030m hard runway) whose history
goes back pre-WWII but never recovered
from the establishment of Gatwick just
over 30 miles to the north. Meanwhile,
the airport has been put up for sale by its
joint owners - Brighton and Hove City
and Worthing Borough Councils. The site
extends to about 250 acres, has potential for
further development and a property income
of £840,000. The airport is well located just
by the A27 halfway between Brighton and
Worthing.

Bristol Airport, one-time Lulsgate
Bottom, Avon In spite of its access
problems is to go ahead with a £14m
expansion to further enhance its level of
customer service. The investment will see
an extension of the check-in and baggage
reclaim areas, alongside apron development
in order to accommodate continued growth
at the airport. The check-in extension
P9►
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PPL/IR Europe
5 Islands Tour
17th – 25th June 2005
By Jeff Pearce
Corfu
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We met
at
Cannes
and had
an enjoyable first
meal
together;
we
didn’t
know it
at the
time but
this was
to be the
only time
we would
all be
together
until the
last night
in Brac

,,
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n total twenty-one participants in ten
aircraft had signed up to this trip. A
brace apiece of Trinidads, AA5s and
PA-32s plus a Bonanza, a Mooney, a
Seneca and a Cessna 303. The plan
being that we would all make our own
way to Cannes where we would be
briefed on the first leg of our holiday
and issued with our PPL/IR Europe’s
5 Island Tour baseball caps – designed
to be worn at departures and arrivals
to set us apart from the ‘common herd’
and thus ease our passage through
Greek customs - that at least was the
hope!
Again, in a bid to ease things on
the ground, Jim Thorpe had spent
many happy (?) hours researching
the labyrinth that is the CFMU flight
planning system to establish a feasible
routing and to get flight plans accepted
for all ten aircraft for the first two
legs. Having rightly congratulated
himself on getting this sorted in plenty
of time it was of course entirely to
be expected that one of the aircraft
went ‘tec’. Fortunately Steve Hallas
was able to source another Seneca
and Jim was able to cancel that flight
plan and resubmit for the new aircraft
in the eleventh hour, the night before
our departure to Cannes. First hiccup
sorted.
We all met up at Cannes on Friday
as planned and had an enjoyable
first meal together at the Campanile
Hotel at the airport, where we were
also staying. We didn’t know it then
but this was to be the only time we
would all be together until the last
night in Brac. Anthony Bowles had
an alternator problem with his AA5
and had no hope of getting it looked at
until Monday, so we had no option but
to wish him good luck in finding an
engineer and press on without him in
the hope he would be able to catch up
with us later. And then there were nine.

Saturday, Cannes to Losinj
The day dawned to blue skies and
baking hot weather that was to stay
with us throughout. The flight plans as
filed had us departing at five-minute
intervals, fastest first to ensure safe
separation. We all realised this was
never going to happen but you need to
at least have a plan to begin with! Sure
enough, when the slot times started to
come through, times started to slip and
the first aircraft to call for clearance
was advised that the flight-planned
route was only available at F140 and
were offered a MERLU departure
instead. Although this meant routing
SE rather than E, without turbo and
oxygen, F140 was a non-starter so, of
necessity, MERLU was accepted at
initially altitude 2,000 feet. Given that
the commercial traffic for Nice was
crossing in a steady stream right to left
at 3,000 feet, an altitude bust here was
not an option! From MERLU ATC
routed us to SUDAS, which is just
off the coast of Corsica, before finally
routing TORTU to the NE and starting
to get us in the right direction. As a
result we were over the Mediterranean
Sea for about 170 miles, which was
not ideal for the singles and gave Dave
Massey a major headache as his AA5
was left with insufficient endurance
to safely venture out over the Adriatic
to Losinj. He therefore requested to
divert to Padova as he knew they had
Avgas. Italian ATC refused this, as
Padova didn’t have Customs. They

Losinj town and harbour; first of the
PPL/IR Europe’s Five Island Tour
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therefore diverted him to Treviso who
did. Unfortunately he found on landing
that whilst they had Customs they
didn’t have Avgas! Dave’s opinion
of the Italian authorities is not for
publication, neither is the way he
overcame the Avgas problem, but he
would like to record his thanks to a
certain person at the Treviso Flying
Club without whose help he might still
be there. He would also like to refute
the myth that in their RT calls for his
aircraft’s position (registration GolfRomeo Romeo) Italian Air Traffic
asked “Wherefore art thou”, rather
than standard ICAO terminology!

Sunday, Losinj to Corfu
A straightforward leg but Dave had
to stop off at Dubrovnik for fuel due
to his more limited range. However
Dubrovnik were very helpful and he
was soon on his way again. We got a
MINTU 1C SID with a straightforward
routing ORAKA – GISAM – TIGRA
and cancelled IFR with the field in site
for a visual to Runway 17. The runway
at Kerkira is not one where you want
to get it wrong. With the sea adjacent
to the 35 end and a lagoon either side
of the runway. A runway departure
is not recommended unless flying an
amphibian.
On arrival, Olympic Handling
appeared to have the situation well
in hand. Refuellers were to hand as
the last of the main party arrived, as
was a coach for our transfer to the
terminal. Unfortunately they then ‘shot
themselves in the foot’ by insisting that
the passengers board the coach for the
terminal while the pilots return to their
aircraft to attempt a ‘hot start’ and taxi
to the other side of the airport behind
a ‘Follow Me’ car, two at a time, to
the parking area. Since the ‘Follow
Me’ car seemed reluctant to cross the
active if an inbound was anywhere
50/2005

in their zone, this took some
considerable time, during which
a large part of Air Berlin’s fleet
chose to arrive. Over an hour
had passed before we were all
reunited. So why didn’t they get
us to taxi to the parking area on
landing, do the refuelling there
and bring us all back together?
Who knows – we certainly
didn’t. Maybe turning it into a
major exercise was Olympic’s
way of justifying their fee.

Pilots’ Talk
Continued from Page 7
located on the east side of the main terminal will provide 16
additional check-in desks. The international baggage reclaim
hall will also be extended, providing an additional carousel and
facilities for oversized baggage. Bristol International has grown
rapidly over the last two years, more than doubling its number
of scheduled routes from 16 to 37. In 2004 alone the airport has
announced 11 new scheduled routes. In the next 12 months the
airport will handle 4.5 million passengers, four times the number
of ten years ago. http://www.bristolairport.co.uk.
Hot on the heels of the news that Inverness Airport (or Dalcross
to our really old readers) is being renamed Loch Ness International
Airport, Highland, whereas Doncaster-Robin Hood-SheffieldFinningley Airport, South Yorkshire is in trouble, name-wise.
The former RAF
Finningley, has a three
letter airport code
of DSA and lies due
east of the AM1/M18
junction, 10 miles
from Doncaster
and 30 miles from
Sheffield. It now has
Thomsonfly, Thomas
Cook Airlines and Ryanair as clients. The Irish carrier has offered
a daily Boeing 737 service to Dublin from the day that the former
RAF Finningley opened as a new civil airport (Thursday 28th
April 2005). Ryanair is the third carrier to sign up at the airport
following Thomsonfly.com with 11 routes and Thomas Cook
Airlines as part of its package holiday operation, serving Ibiza,
Tunisia, Gran Canaria and Turkey. However, Thomsonfly is
calling the airport Doncaster in its advertisements and the local
council will follow with the same name plus an aircraft sign,
except when you approach the actual terminal when it reverts to
Finningley. According to the official airport website it is still Robin
Hood Airport Doncaster Sheffield. Perhaps they should call in the
Sheriff of Nottingham to sort it out.
Luton Airport, Bedfordshire, made
famous by Lorraine Chase’s Campari
advert, has become the latest partner
in Cambridge-MIT Institute’s ‘Silent’
aircraft Initiative. Together, this army
of academics and representatives
from the civil aerospace/aviation
industry hope to develop an aeroplane
that is radically quieter than current
passenger aircraft. The aim of the
‘Silent’ aircraft Initiative is to discover ways to dramatically
reduce aircraft noise to the point where it would be virtually
unnoticeable to people outside the airport perimeter. Fellow
partners in the project include British Airways, Boeing, the Civil
Aviation Authority, Cranfield University, Marshalls Aerospace,
National Air Traffic Services, and Rolls-Royce.
At Prestwick Airport, Ayrshire a major facelift is finally under
way, and at double speed too. The much needed £3m remedial
work is expected to be completed by the end of April. At the
present time it is under wraps as contractors work behind the
scenes to transform parts of the airport which were designed
and built in the 1960s. The terminal is being transformed by a

Cessnas can be useful after all!
Keeping out of the sun whilst
waiting for handling at the busy
Greek airport of Corfu

Tuesday, Corfu to Mykonos
Having rested for a couple of days we were ready for the next leg
– would the Greek ATC system come up trumps and seamlessly
get us away on time? Flight plans had been filed starting at 09.30
local but, during breakfast at the hotel, we found the times had been
brought forward an hour. Since we had no chance of making that, a
call was put in delaying all the flight plans half an hour. We needn’t
have bothered. By the time we had again played ‘pass the parcel’
with pilots, passengers and aircraft it took so long to get all three
together in one place that it was nearly 11.00 local before we were all
finally away. After that, flying the leg was easy, apart from a couple
of towering cumulus clouds strategically positioned on the airway
– this being the only cloud to contend with throughout the trip.
Mykonos ATC seemed a bit non-plussed at all these light aircraft
arriving together and stuck two of them in the hold while they got
their act together, but all arrived safely to be met by Panos our Greek
PPL/IR Europe member, his wife and three year old son, Theo. Panos
had helped considerably in setting up the arrangements in Mykonos
and his local knowledge was to prove invaluable over the next couple
of days. The Hotel Dorion recommended by Panos was excellent
with views across Ornos Bay and a low-rise design that didn’t spoil
the scenery. Unlike in Spain, the planners on Mykonos have got it
right. Although there has been extensive development none is higher
than two storeys and all are along traditional lines with the result that
it all looks ‘just right’.
The next day started amusingly with four of the six hire cars setting
off from the hotel with eleven passengers aboard. With the usual
civilities of “Good morning and have a nice day” out of the way,
each car set off independently intent on their own plans for the day
– only for all four to turn up ten minutes later at the airport giving
various excuses as to why they had to visit their aircraft. Aviation
anoraks to a man!
Today proved incident prone. One of the hire cars had been run into
while parked and Dave came off the motorbike he & Janet had hired.
Fortunately Panos, or rather his wife who is the island pharmacist,
came to the rescue and quickly got him through the local medical
system which saw him stitched up and his arm bandaged in no time
at all. Fortunately the damage wasn’t too serious without any bones
broken. Oh – and on returning to the hire car, previously damaged by
a hit and run driver, I caught two thieves inside the car; fortunately
before they had had time to steal anything. As soon as I appeared
they ‘legged it’, but this was a day not without its interesting
moments!
We ate out both nights with Panos at his local favourite haunts.
Both venues were excellent but Nammos, at Psarou Beach was
truly memorable. This beachside restaurant is situated at a secluded
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makeover of the check-in area. However,
the big change will be in the airport’s retail
outlets which are getting a massive revamp
with eye-catching new shop fitting and new
signage. The central concourse area is also
being overhauled with new floor coverings
and new retail units being added. The duty
free area will also be subjected to a major
makeover later in the year.

Street-Southend railway line which
currently offers services every 15 minutes
and a journey time of 40 minutes. With a
runway length of 1605m and ILS the airport
is suitable for most short haul jets. For the
summer of 2005 FlyBe will be operating a
weekly Bombardier Q400 service to Jersey,
not quite the four daily Viscounts flown by
British Air Ferries in the past, but a start.
(Airfield Research Group)

Meeting with MPs
on parlous state of
general aviation

Meanwhile, down in the nicest part of
the UK, Exeter Airport, Devon, owned
and managed by Devon County Council
and home of FlyBe and Simulator Flight
Training, is up for sale. Expressions of
interest are being sought from principals
who, on an individual basis or consortium,
can demonstrate that they have the skills and
resources to commit to the future growth
of the airport and the adjacent 40 hectares
of “Skypark” development land. With the
potential development in mind outline plans
have been submitted to the local council for
the development of a £20m new passenger
terminal located on the north side of the
airfield. For the financial year (ending
March) passenger numbers are expected
to rise by 60% to 700,000. As an interim
measure work has started to make way for
an £800,000 new frontage to the terminal
building.

Southend Airport, Essex could see a
dramatic transformation for the summer
season 2006 with a return to the glory days
of the 1960s as one of the UK’s leading
holiday airports. The local planning
authority, Rochford District Council, has
approved plans for a new terminal and
apron adjoining the main London, Liverpool
Instrument Pilot

In the evening of June 6th I attended a
meeting at the House of Commons with
three of a number of MPs who have recently
formed a cross party group concerned about
what is happening to GA and intent on doing
something about it. They asked us to give a
briefing on current issues affecting GA and
in particular the position on CAA charges.
We met Gerald Howarth, Lembit Opik and
Lord Robin Rotherwick. Others in the group
are Nigel Griffiths and Lord Trefgarne but
they were unable to attend. Post the meeting
I had a separate word with Lembit Opik
who seems most likely to join our group as
he wishes to gain an IR.
The small group from GA was Sir John
Allison and David Roberts (EAS), Roger
Hopkinson (PFA and GAA) plus me
representing PPL/IR Europe & GAA.
We had prepared a detailed presentation
and covered a number of issues including
the Charges and also the new Aviation
Security proposals about which even they
had not heard (see separate article on page
14).
The MPs are very concerned about the
adverse impact much of current issues are
having on GA and need ammunition from
us to enable them to draw attention to these
problems. They also want to involve local
MPs and need constituents to write to their
local MPs as that makes them take notice;
the “nimby” brigade are prolific writers but
campaigners for GA tend not to be.
We have since heard that Robin
Rotherwick has set down a motion for
debate on the CAA charges issue, requesting
the Minister to come forward to explain
etc. He expects a date for the motion to
be agreed prior to the summer recess. In
addition Lembit Opik has put a challenge
to the airlines over meeting them to discuss
their current “anti – GA” stance. Those
who came to the AGM in Guernsey will
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remember I mentioned in my annual report
that I plan to make some contact with the
airlines to try to understand our respective
positions better, so I hope he and I can also
co-operate on that.
This meeting has again proved the real
worth of the GAA grouping and that impact
on issues is possible if GA gets together to
fight them. We have now made good high
level contacts and will be liaising on these
and other issues in the future. (Paul Draper)

CAA charges
proposals – stand by
for take-off!
Friday 10th June I was at CAA Kingsway
(again!) - this time to hear the presentation
on their charges proposals.
IP 49 gave some preliminary details of the
new scheme gleaned from the early drafts
and you might remember that GA was not
adequately represented on the Joint Review
Team (JRT) albeit Mark Wilson was on it for
BBGA but AOPA had been refused a seat
despite them being on the Safety Regulation
Finance Advisory Committee. Mark has
submitted a Minority Report against much
of what is proposed and stating he was not
acting for most of general aviation (GA).
Mike Bell, Group Director, SRG gave
a presentation as did Simon Baker head
of finance; Chris Jesnick, CAA Finance
Director, was there and she fielded some
questions. The consultation period has
now started and will run for 60 days to 12th
September. They stated they will look at
all responses and review by sometime in
October to then brief the Minister who will
take a decision by 1st November to enable
the new scheme to start on 1st January
2006. Doesn’t seem to me enough time
between Sept 12th and sometime in October
to properly review all responses but they
responded it would be! Yet again there is
no requirement for an impact assessment as
the charges are being made under existing
legislation.
The full consultation documents are now
downloadable from the CAA web site at
www.caa.co.uk/charges.
We are now starting to look at the likely
impact on us all but it is clear that with a
proposed shift of some £4m cost from the
“heavy” CAT AOC operators to the “lighter”
AOC operators and c£1m to GA specifically
there is going to be quite an impact.
Licence issue and revalidation will cost
a little more but the real impact is likely to
50/2005

be in aerodrome licence and ATC charges
increases which will “filter” down to our
landing fees. In addition the costs of licences
for engineers will increase substantially and
that will hit us in the maintenance pocket.
But, have no fear as when the proposals
were reported to the CAA Board in May
they “expressed concern at the impact…” on
the smaller end of GA and added a period
for transition; some price increase proposals
had been limited to (only) 25% of the prior
year! The documentation does not show later
years proposals.
Airworthiness charges increase by 14%
average. CAA renewals reduce by 32%
because of EASA; but note that as of 2008
the 3 year CofA renewal will not be in place
and the CAA has to decide what the future
basis of charging for renewals will be.
GA aerial application certificates (flying
displays etc) have increases restricted to
8.4% (4.1% p.a.) but total allocation of costs
to this sector have been increased so what
happens post 2008?
We need to look at all of this in some
detail but believe the initial setting up of the
JRT was fundamentally flawed in the terms
of reference and the resultant “charging
principles” as established. There is no
acknowledgment of the “beneficiary pays”
principle rather than the “user pays”; GA
has to bear a huge financial and practical
burden in its operations as a result of the
requirements of CAT coming first. This is
not just in terms of equipment (especially for
IFR operations) but also airspace restrictions.
Yet CAT gets the benefit of low fuel cost, no
excise duty and can reclaim VAT.
There is more to come as Sir Roy McNulty
has announced a Strategic Review of GA
in the UK plus a review of their Regulatory
approach to GA. We have much welcomed
the proposals and asked to be involved,
hopefully by being on one of the Review
Teams (spaces are very limited). See our
response at www.pplir.org home page.
Furthermore, the CAA has not as yet
finalised its view on what is needed to cope
with the new EASA regime but we all know
that we will probably end up paying the bill.
So, with the continuing uncertainties why
is it that they have rushed through major
changes to the charges scheme before
looking at the fundamentals of the GA
Department and impact of EASA? Should
they not be looking at what is actually
required to service/legislate for GA? Would
GA have a CAA as it is now if it started from
scratch?
Could the rush possibly be that the airlines

most affected by the supposed “Cross
Subsidies” (BA in particular), have had
much greater influence at a high level?
Hopefully not, but with the CAA’s main
work being related to CAT and having Board
members with connections with BA and
other airlines, NATS, the RAF, and NONE
from any GA background, one cannot help
but wonder… (Paul Draper)

when a passenger’s checked baggage
caught fire in a unit load device, prior to
loading on an aeroplane, at London Gatwick
Airport. Fortunately, the fire was quickly
extinguished and the damage minimised.
During an examination of the charred area
of the baggage, among the items discovered
was a cigarette lighter which was reported
to have been deposited in the bag to avoid
confiscation. (UK CAA’s SRG sent in by
Paul Turner)

Ban on passengers
carrying cigarette
Emergency diversion
lighters on aircraft
landing sites reach
entering United States
191
airspace
The private unlicensed airfield known as

With effect from 14 April 2005, the United
States Government and certain Caribbean
States, including Jamaica and the Bahamas,
have introduced a ban on cigarette lighters
being carried by passengers on all aircraft
entering United States airspace. This ban has
extended the existing prohibition on lighters
being carried in checked and carry-on
baggage and now includes lighters carried
on the person. The CAA believes that the
potential for passengers to overcome the
ban by including such items in checked hold
baggage is a significant flight safety concern.
The introduction of the ban is more
restrictive than the ICAO Technical
Instructions for the Safe Transport of
Dangerous Goods by Air, which is given
the force of law in the United Kingdom.
The Technical Instructions specify a list
of items which, although classified as
dangerous goods, are permitted for carriage
by passengers, subject to certain conditions.
The majority of these items are permitted in
both checked and carry on baggage as the
risk they present is the same irrespective of
where they are carried. However, “safety
matches or a lighter” may only be carried
“on the person”, since the risk they present is
far greater if carried in baggage.
The dangers associated with concealing
lighters were illustrated on 13 June 2005,

Eddsfield in East Yorkshire is the 191st
airfield to join my campaign on behalf
of AOPA to get airfields to waive fees in
the case of emergency or precautionary
diversion landings.
Unfortunatlely, 17 Airports/Airfields have
so far decided that they will not implement
the CAP 667 9.2(c) recommendation:
Belfast-Intl., Biggin-Hill, Birmingham,
Blackpool, Cardiff, Carlisle, Dundee, Exeter,
Filton, Gloucestershire, Humberside, Isleof-Man, Leeds/Bradford, London-Luton,
Manchester, Norwich, Teesside. Airports not
approached are: London Heathrow, City and
Gatwick.
In recognition of their outstanding
contribution to UK General Aviation Flight
Safety, AOPA has presented a “Flight
Safety Award” Certificate to each of the
191 Aerodrome operators above, who
have fully accepted CAA CAP 667 9.2(c)
recommendation not to levy any fees from a
General Aviation pilot who makes a genuine
emergency or diversionary landing at their
Aerodrome.
The full CAA CAP 667 9.2(c)
recommendation states:
“There were a number of fatal accidents
where a timely diversion or precautionary
landing could have avoided an accident. In
the UK there is a ‘culture’ of pressing on
and hoping for the best rather accepting the
inconvenience and cost of a diversion. This
‘culture’ needs to be changed, firstly by
educating pilots and secondly by persuading
Aerodrome owners that there should be no
charge for emergency landings or diversions.
It is recommended that all Aerodrome
owners be persuaded to adopt a policy that
there should be no charges for emergency
landings or diversions by general aviation
aircraft.” (Charles Strasser)
P 17 ►
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REPORTS

2005 AGM, Guernsey
Arranged by Phil Rigg

M

ember Phil Rigg ‘volunteered’ to
organise the event with a mission to
surpass the 2004 meeting. As this was, due
to circumstances well beyond the organiser’s
control, held in a bus, Phil didn’t have a
difficult act to follow and organised a two-day
event over the weekend, dominated by social
intercourse rather than presentations.
Saturday dawned overcast but with a good
weather forecast for the UK – all that is
except for the Channel Islands! The actual
for Guernsey that morning was 1500 +RA
BKN001 but with an improvement forecast –
6000 –RA SCT003 BKN010 (if you ignored
the tempo of 3000 RA TSRA BKN004, not to
mention the TEMPO 1200 +RA BKN001).
In addition just to test the skills of the PPL/IR
pilot the ILS glide path on Guernsey’s runway
09 was out of service!
Several wise members had decided to fly
in on Friday but most, like me, had left it
to Saturday morning. Still ever the optimist
I arrived bright and early with my wife at
Southend Airport to meet Leland Vandervort
who had kindly agreed to let me act as P1 in
his P28R, G-GYMM in return for (hopefully)
some useful IFR experience towards his
impending IR rating flight test. Leland had
filed our flight plan the previous night; LYD1
departure, G27 for a GUERNSEY2B arrival.
The cloud had lifted to SCT002 BKN 003
as we set off exactly at our ETD with no slot
time.
Remarkably, we followed the SID exactly
and joined G27 which again we followed
exactly until abeam Guernsey when were
turned right for a downwind join for runway
09. The ATIS was giving 6K, scattered at
300, broken 500; above the minima for the
localiser only approach for 09. Leland read
out the descent profile and we had ground
contact at around 750 feet on the QNH (which
was a little over 400 foot above the airfield
elevation) and the lights just as we approached
our decision height.

Guernsey Aero Club
We were met at the parking area by three
marshallers; obviously they were expecting
a lot of arrivals! A minibus took us to
the Guernsey Aero Club where the day’s
proceedings were to take place. Gradually
aircraft began arriving and by the start of the
sessions there were only 4 ‘non-arrivals’ out
of the expected 21 aircraft – a splendid effort.
Instrument Pilot

The weekend started with our Chairman,
Paul Draper, giving us an update on the issues
facing GA and the PPL/IR in particular,
including running through the presentation
given to the Under Secretary of State for
Aviation by the GA Alliance, which PPL/IR
Europe was instrumental in forming. The
statistics unearthed for this presentation
(details of which have appeared in Flyer, Pilot,
etc) were very interesting; there were around
22,000 GA aircraft compared with 1,000
airliners.
Partners had joined us for the morning but
after a splendid buffet lunch they were taken
by coach to their hotel. There was a ‘selfguided’ walk planned for the afternoon but the
inclement weather reduced the merry band of
partners to a trip to the shops by taxi!

N-Registered Aircraft
After lunch members were addressed by Ajay
Wiltshire, a solicitor working for Anglo Ltd,
well known for looking after ‘N-Reg’ trusts.
Ajay ran through the procedures for ‘N-Reg’
including what was required to obtain DfT
approval for instruction to be carried out in
‘N-Reg’ aircraft. He ran through his thoughts
on whether ‘N-Reg’ based in the UK would
be ‘banned’ concluding that this was unlikely
in the short/medium term. He also advised on
minimising the cost of VAT when importing
into the EU.

Fergus Woods, JAA Licensing Director
Ajay was followed by Fergus Woods,
director of licensing in the JAA. Fergus ran
through the transition of pilot licensing from
JAA to EASA. This included a discussion on
the proposed EASA PPL/IR. Fergus was left
in no doubt that the feeling of the meeting
was no dilution of the flying standards but a
reduction in the content of the written exams.
The current perceived progression – PPL,
CPL, IR, ATPL should be change to PPL
followed by IR then CPL etc.
It was apparent that the ‘European IR’ was
only at the discussion stage and not a certainty
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but it is to be hoped that we will be fully
consulted as matters progress.
Despite Ajay’s thoughts Fergus advised
that it is EASA’s brief that foreign registered
aircraft based in the EU should be under the
same rules as EU registered aircraft. Members
emphasised that if an acceptable EU/IR
was introduced then the number of ‘N-Reg’
aircraft would reduce without additional
legislation.
These two informative sessions were
followed by a presentation by the Channel
Island Air Search and an interesting visit to
their hanger and Islander aircraft.

General Aviation Welcome
On Saturday evening, members and partners
met for dinner at Guernsey’s premier hotel
situated on the outskirts of St. Peter Port, the
St. Pierre Park Hotel after a reception party
laid on by the Guernsey Tourist Office.
It is so heartening to find a place which
appreciates its airport and understands the
benefits of general aviation. The evening gave
members and their partners the opportunity
either to make new acquaintances or renew
old ones.
There was no rest for members on Sunday;
following a 08:00 breakfast the AGM was
held at the hotel at 09:00. Many interesting
ideas and comments were put forward by
members to increase membership (and hence
influence) and your committee will consider
these shortly.
After the AGM, Phil Wadsworth, winner
of two Air Race trophies in 2002, gave a
fascinating insight into Air Racing. After
Phil’s presentation we were given a guided
coach tour all round the island followed by a
buffet lunch at the Guernsey Aero Club which
set us up superbly for the trip home.
Unfortunately the weather didn’t improve
but the rain did not dampen the spirits and
continued to challenge us with IR departures
into BKN003.
The organisation of the weekend was
excellent and all present warmly congratulated
Phil on a splendid weekend. Now where shall
we go next year… Any offers?
Ian Chandler
The slides from the main two presentations
are available for members to download from
our website.
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PPL/IR Europe Roskilde Trip
From Friday 9 to Monday 12 September 2005
Arranged by Jeppe Sørensen

T

he visit is planned for a Friday arrival
staying at the Hotel Scandic, Roskilde.
You will be responsible for your own hotel
booking for which we have been quoted
320 DKK per person per night based on two
people sharing a double room. (For single
occupancy the surcharge will be 200 DKK.)
A small number of rooms have been reserved
for the group and you should contact the hotel
directly on +45 4632 4632 quoting reference
“PPL090905”. Dinner on the Friday night
will be at the Hotel Scandic.
(Hotel review: Here by the park and lake
you’ll find peaceful, quiet and lovely scenery.
Just outside the hotel is the town of Roskilde,
a beautiful area with endless opportunities
for excursions, great golf courses and a
charming town centre. You can also enjoy
a walk in the park. Whether your visit is for
business or pleasure, Scandic Roskilde has
all the facilities you’ll need to make your stay
a delightful experience.)
On Saturday morning we will visit the
Vikingship Museum with a guided tour
concluding with lunch. In the afternoon a
tour of Copenhagen will be organised.
Saturday evening will be spent in the world
famous Tivoli Gardens including Dinner.
Sunday morning will be at leisure with
lunch on board a local cruise boat on the
Roskilde Fjord. Later on Sunday afternoon
we will have a guided tour of Rosklilde
Cathedral before Dinner.
You will be free to leave Roskilde when you
wish on Monday for the return flight home.
Airport costs are parking at 46 DKK per
day with a departure charge of 64 DKK.
Avgas is currently 7 DKK per litre. (1 DKK =
£0.0925 or €0.134)
The cost is estimated at £100 per person for
the hotel and taxi from/to the airport which I
would ask you to be responsible for and £130
per head for everything else.
If you are interested please book the hotel
direct, complete the attached form and send
it to me together with a deposit for £45 per
person as for the remaining costs.
I look forward to hearing from you soon.
Ian Chandler
E: meetings@pplir.org
T: +44 795 781 2523
F: +44 1702 35 44 88
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Hotel Scandic, Roskilde

Roskilde Cathedral

Tivoli Gardens

Viking Ship Museum, Roskilde

BOOKING FORM
PPL/IR Europe - Roskilde Trip, 9-12 September 2005
Name / Membership No:
...................... / ...............
Names of partner/guests (if applicable): . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Address:
..............................................
..............................................
Email address:
..............................................
Tel / Fax number:
..................... / .......................
Mobile number:
..............................................
Aircraft type / reg:
..................... / .......................
Date / time of arrival:
..................... / .......................
Date / time of departure:
..................... / .......................
Airfield of departure/destination: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . / . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
I enclose a non-refundable deposit of £45 per person, or
Please charge my credit/debit card
Card Type / No:
..................... / .......................
Start Date (Switch only)/Expiry Date:
................ / .................
Security number (Last 3 digits on signature strip):
...........................
Signature:
..............................................
Date:
..............................................
Please email details to meetings@pplir.org or Fax to: +44 1702 35 44 88
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TRANSEC
Security
Proposals hit
General Aviation
By Paul Draper

,,

Current
security
arrangements for
commercial
aircraft
may be
extended
to all
aircraft
over 2.73
tonnes

,,
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RANSEC is the security division
at DfT dealing with all modes of
transport in the UK and it has issued
a consultation paper on proposed new
regulations.
I became aware of these
proposals rather late in the day for
the consultation was issued on a
“restricted” basis. However if you
fly/own/charter/train in any aircraft of
above 2.73 tonnes MTOW you need
to take note. And if you think you
need not bother if you do likewise in a
smaller weight aircraft, then think again
for there is a suggestion that the rules
might in time be applied to all!

Security Threat
Civil aviation in the UK is currently
in a “Substantial” or “higher security
threat mode” (and has been for some
time). Currently in law all commercial
flight activities in the UK and the
aerodromes they operate from are
subject to the National Aviation
Security Programme (NASP).
However, thus far the requirement has
not been applied to lower weight
aircraft due to practicality issues. There
is some derogation possible to the EU
regulation 2320/2002 which established
common rules in civil aviation security
per article 4(3) of 2320 on the basis
of a local risk assessment and where
the application of all measures may
be disproportionate or they cannot be
implemented for practical reasons.
There is therefore scope for TRANSEC
being persuaded the regulations should
not be applied as they are currently
proposing.
In essence the proposals are for
security arrangements now to be
required for all aircraft (fixed wing
and rotary) operating on a commercial

basis between 2.73 and 9.99 tonnes;
all aerodromes are to be covered by
the requirements (all aircraft above
the upper weight are already fully
covered).
The proposed arrangements are for
the operators of such aircraft to operate
within an airport’s existing permanent
“Restricted Zone” and be subject to
the security measures required by
the Single Direction to Aerodrome
Managers and the Heightened
Security Measures Direction OR
for a temporary Restricted Zone to
be established around the aircraft as
“footprint security” with attendant
restrictions.
If implemented, fractional
ownership, aerial work and aircraft of
any foreign register would be included.
Corporate aircraft are exempt when
not on a “public transport” flight i.e.
where the only passengers on a flight
are employees or directors of that
undertaking.
The requirements would mean
security staff would need to be trained
and hand searches and/or X-ray
equipment required at aerodromes
where such flights operate. All
applicable aircraft would have to be
searched.
The regulations are proposed only to
apply to a/c above 2.73 tonnes but there
is mention, and a question, of whether
they might be applied to all aircraft.
They are keen to include a/c such as
King Air, Trislander, Citations and
Piper Navajo all above 2.73 tonnes but
below 5.7 tonnes.
The consultation proposals have
been sent to all aerodromes in the
UK ranging from Gatwick to Little
Gransden, Panshanger and Compton
Abbas.
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Flights Banned?
I see a real possibility that the smaller
aerodromes will simply ban flights
to/from them by aircraft over the 2.73
tonnes threshold rather than have to
implement the draconian security
measures. If this were to happen it
would be a major blow to those aircraft
and operators plus attendant small and
medium sized (SME) businesses.
I have submitted a response to the
consultation (see www.pplir.org home
page) which emphasises the unjustified
need for the measures applying to
such small aircraft, that the proposals
should only apply above 5.7 tonnes
(as proposed by the International
Business Aviation Council and others),
if at all, and the adverse impact on
owners/operators together with the
many SME businesses at aerodromes
if they are excluded from operating at
them. In addition there is a danger of
this being the “final straw” at some
aerodromes (and for owners/operators)
and an effective ban on the larger
aircraft might cause their closure thus
meaning all aircraft based there would
be affected.
It is apparent there has not been an
Impact Assessment and that point has
been made. However such assessment
may not be required on security
grounds.
By the time you read this the
proposals may well have been decided
as it seems the Minister will merely
make a decision and implement the
proposals (as are proposed or perhaps
amended) as soon as possible post the
17th June response submission date;
I have enlisted the support of our MP
friends who are equally worried about
them.
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Aviation data on the move
By Jim Thorpe

T

he recent group trip to the Greek Islands
is recounted on page 8 but hardly
surprisingly it demonstrated that even in the
days of internet cafes and wireless hotspots,
filing flight plans, finding out about slots,
getting weather and having the right
approach plates are still not without their
difficulties.
Undoubtedly the star discovery of the
trip is the online flight plan filing service
provided by Austria. Messages as to flight
plan acceptance, slot time changes etc are
sent automatically to your E mail and to
your mobile as a text. The service is nigh on
perfect. It is free for an introductory period
and then attracts a modest charge (see
www.homebriefing.com).

administration the Jeppview system now
works well. While I would be somewhat
doubtful of relying on a laptop as a sole
data source it would be nice if it was usable
in the cockpit at a pinch. On our departure
from Cannes we were given a SID for
which I did not have the plate. This was due
to my missing a sheet when printing off the
set at home prior to departure. It would have
been good to grab the laptop rather than
admit my sins and have the details read out
to me.
Everyone will be familiar with flight
planning software. I know lots of people
use Jeppesen planning products but I find
them unwieldy and overcomplicated. I am
a recent convert to NavBox Proplan which
is hugely effective and fantastic value.
Whatever your preference it needs to be
readily available when away from base.

There are several services which text
TAFS and METARS to your mobile (for
example www.wxsupport.com) and of
course web access of some kind will open
up all the usual weather resources such as
Avbrief (www.avbrief.co.uk). I try to avoid
the Met office since they gave us such a
lousy service when they had no competition.
However the reality is that convenient web
access is not available everywhere due to
poor connections, competition for limited
terminals, limited hotspots etc.
Finding a route which the IFPS will accept
on a flight plan is not a trivial exercise.
Although an actual route can be error
checked through Eurocontrol (www.cfmu
.eurocontrol.be) one first has to discover
some vaguely feasible route. As far as I am
aware the only source which contains the
preferred routings database is an Italian site
(http://rfinder.asalink.net/free/). This is
offered free for flight simulator players or
by subscription to full users. It seems to me
rather ironic that the best data source for IR
pilots is actually offered to flight simulator
users.
I carried a laptop and mobile printer
on the trip with the whole set of plates
for Europe loaded via a very expensive
Jeppview subscription. This was only used
once simply because it was too heavy to
carry from the aircraft to the hotels along
with all the rest of the baggage. However,
apart from the expense and their unreliable

Ideal Specification?
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This is all leading to my specification for
the ideal means of getting IR data on the
move. I am not an IT expert and the hope
that this short article will generate a useful
discussion on the forum to which we can
pool our experiences and knowledge.
I think the need is for a truly portable
laptop dedicated to the task. It needs to fit
the flight case, not weigh more than 1.5
kilograms and ideally weigh less. It needs
the best multiple means of web access and
have the minimum of cables and ancillary
bits to carry. It would be nice if the screen
could be orientated in several directions to
aid emergency use in the cockpit but this is
not vital. It would be good to be able to link
this machine with a truly mobile portable
printer but this may not be possible. The
HP 450 I have works well but is really
still too bulky to carry about. I have seen
tiny thermal printers used for receipts in
restaurants so it may be that something
specialised exists which could be of use. All
equipment needs to be fairly rugged to stand
up to life in the flight case.
I think that the machine should have the
absolute minimum of software beyond
that needed to perform its core functions
since complexity always leads to crashes. I
am told that Microsoft sells its systems to
software developers in a form that allows
unwanted functions to be stripped out and
this seems to me very desirable indeed. It
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could be that if we develop a specification
we could get a good deal as a group for
a modest bulk purchase and perhaps
contribute something to our funds while
delivering a good value to members. We
will continue the discussion on the forum
on the basis of this note and see what people
feel. There are two threads ‘radar data on
the move’ and an earlier ‘electronic flight
bags’ which are worth a look.
It would be good to hear from any users
of two newish pieces of equipment which
address some of the above. The MT
VisionAir from the German Moving Terrain
company (http://www.moving-terrain.com)
allows for the display of charts, radar
images and various other more specialist
inputs. Although it is intended as an incockpit device it is portable and also has
printer connection capabilities.

An interesting small laptop come tablet is
the flybook which has pretty well
all communications options
built in and only requires
the insertion of a sim
card.

The flybook, see
www.dialogue.com.tw.
Instrument Pilot

EUROSTUFF 50
By
Jeppe Sørensen

Strategic review of GA in the UK

be that EASA would consider the strategic position of the GA sector
in Europe. I am sure this sector can help improve the economy like it
does in America. It would be a shame to just neglect the sector or kill
it not realising what it means to the economy.

Setting a sight on the future

T

he UK-CAA proposes a strategic review of general aviation in
the United Kingdom. You will no doubt hear of this review as
it develops, but is it really a specific UK problem that faces the GA
in Europe? The reasons for the review are many and the subjects
appraised will cover:
● the Single European Sky initiatives
● EASA
● changes in airspace classifications
● changes in technology e.g. Mode S
● rapid growth in general air transport
● possible introduction of unmanned air vehicles
…and I’d like to add
● increases in costs and charges
All due respect and applause for the UK-CAA for realising that a
strategic review is appropriate, but such a review is needed in almost
all countries across Europe. General Aviation in most European
countries is faced with new restrictions and high increase in cost of
operation, of licensing and certification. The increases threaten to kill
general aviation.
Some politicians may have realised that aviation is a vital sector
for the economy and not just the air transport sector. If they look to
America they will see a vital GA sector that contributes much to
the economy and is recognised and attended to by the authorities. If
you look around Europe you find that small aircraft are still being
produced and in some new member states new designs are being
presented. The sector is in low gear but not dead.

Another important trend is the increased cooperation in the GA
community. Airspace users are beginning to realise that they have
to work together in order to face the challenges. It does not matter
if you fly a balloon, a glider, an ultralight or a standard category
aircraft. The increase in costs and the restrictions will affect you in
some way and you are not living in a world with just balloons. The
General Aviation Alliance in the UK is one good example but you
see the trend in other countries too.
UK may be ahead of the rest of Europe in taking on this Strategic
Review and we will follow the process and outcome closely. I
hope that other countries will follow suite. It seems like the GA
community is getting ready to take part in such reviews. It may even
Instrument Pilot

The yearly European American conference ‘Aviation Safety
Regulation: Setting the Sights on the Future’ was held in Cologne 7-9
June. The agenda and the presentations are available on-line at the
web site: http://www.easa.eu.int/conference2005/agenda.html
If you want to know what is going on from the regulators point of
view, this is an extremely informative site. You will find top quality
presentation on policies, certification, licensing, ETSO contra TSO,
certification of new technology and much more. On the top level
work is in progress for mutual recognition of certification of changes.
We would like to see this come through in reality, so that for example
a FAA approved STC would be accepted in Europe and not have
to go through a costly validation process that takes one year and in
effect is a trade barrier.

EU External Aviation Policy
Getting aviation rules and regulations in line inside Europe is a tough
task that has been worked on for many years now. Getting aviation
rules and regulations in line with the outside world or the other way
around is also a big task considering that member states have some
2,000 agreements with third part countries. These agreements do not
transform directly to new agreements as they have to be brought in
line with Community law.
Then of course there is the twist that the previous agreements were
between states and the EU is not a state but a union. The experts of
international law have invented tools to overcome this problem and
the work progresses with two objectives:
§ Creation by 2010 of a Common Aviation Area comprising the EC
and all its partners located along its southern and eastern borders,
with a view to achieving a high degree of economic and regulatory integration of aviation markets in this area.
§ Launching in the short term of targeted negotiations seeking to
achieve global agreements in the major regions of the world, with
the aim of strengthening the prospects for promoting European
industry and ensuring fair competition in the most dynamic
world markets, while at the same time helping to reform international civil aviation.
Some day we will find out about the practical implications of these
words.

“No Errors”, but still some way to go
In the beginning of July I was asked to help ferry an aircraft from
Munich to Copenhagen. This exciting opportunity was not to be
missed, so I packed some clothes, grabbed an updated version
of Jeppesen for Northern Europe set off for the Southern part of
16
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Pilots’ Talk
Continued from Page 11

Germany. I had crossed Europe a number of times, so I knew the
challenges and had a set of tools to get things going with the weather,
flight planning, NOTAMS etc. With access to the Internet I had even
more powerful tools and I felt prepared for almost every situation.
The aircraft had been standing still for some time and needed
some preparation for the flight. This gave me plenty of time to do
the preparation. First job was the flight plan. Finding the right spots
on the Jeppesen map was not difficult and to my surprise there was
an airway (M726) straight from the departure to the approach at our
destination airport. A few minutes later the route was entered into
the Eurocontrol CFMU (Central Flow Management Unit) Integrated
Initial Flight Plan Processing System (IFPS) IFPS Validation System
(IFPUV) – and the result was “NO ERRORS”. Wonderful - these
computers work miracles – sometimes.
Then, on to the weather. Again the information flows out of the
box and it was easy to tell that we were not going to make it VMC as
required. So the flight had to be postponed and this gave me plenty
of time to check NOTAMs and other information. I know that I
ought to look at the NOTAMs before doing the flight planning as our
destination airport might be closed or some other obstruction might
make the planned flight impossible. But I guess most pilots do these
checks at the end – if they do the checks. NOTAMs for the departure
airport OK, for the destination OK and for the alternative OK. Then
en-route – Oh boy, the amount of numbers seemed unlimited. After
reading for some time you can not see the wood for the trees, but it
looked OK.
A couple of days later the weather cleared and we could get going.
Filing the flight plan should be easy, I thought. But the route was
changed by Eurocontrol, so I started working with the maps again.
The new route contained airways not on my update maps and after
some grumbling and head scratching I got in contact with a helpful
lady at Eurocontrol to try to sort out the problem. She could not find
the airways so we agreed that I would file a plan with M726 but do a
diversion around a military airfield that had a temporary restriction.
A few hours later we ascended into the blue skies and headed north
supported by the efficient German ATC system. When approaching
the restricted airspace I turned to the west according to our cleared
routing. A few minutes later the ATC called and asked why we did
not fly north. They agreed that we were tracking according to the
route but soon cleared us for a direct northbound course.
When looking back I am sure some NOTAM must have been there
in the mountain of NOTAMs, telling me about the restricted airspace.
The IFPS Validation System saved me from entering the restricted
airspace – or was the airspace really restricted?
There is a Eurocontrol project to make NOTAMs readable to
computers, so that they are coded in a way that the information can
be processed by computers. We need a project that also will make
NOTAMs more intelligible to people. Well maybe the one will help
the other in the way that NOTAMs might be searched through and
scanned more easily by humans by the assistance of computer. We
have certainly come a long way with flight planning and weather
information.
Many airspace users experienced similar strange incidents on this
day and the following two days. Some tell me the reason was that Air
Force One was flying around in European airspace. With all the fuss
on the ground and in the air, they might be right. Now that Air Force
One has flown westwards we should be back to normal – sometimes
flight planning is easy, sometimes it is tricky but with a little help and
co-operation from ATC it works.
Enjoy the blue skies and have a nice flying summer holiday.
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Sylvain de Weerdt reviews a
lifetime in aviation
Although I no longer represent IAOPA as their liaison officer I
still maintain a very close contact with a number of EU institutions
and as an EU registered expert - consultant - advisor - lobbyist, try
to steer things in what I think is the best direction for the various
EU-airspace users.
One of the major problems for the non-scheduled commercial
air transport airspace users is the fact that the preparation on new
projects in aviation infrastructure and services is starting 20 to
30 years in advance and at that moment we do not realise what it
means and what will the effects will be.
Some examples:
1) The first mentioning on Mode S came up in 1972.
2) FM immunity changes can be traced back to the 1960s when
the pirate or free radios started.
3) The VHF frequency came up in 1968 with the 12.5 kHz proposal which IAOPA killed at the time but which reappeared in
1982 as 8.33 kHz.
4) Licensing came up in the 12 EC member states in 1982 where
the initial draft ICAO license and rating obtained in any of the
12 EC (now EU) member states would be valid without any
additional cost, tests or exams and aligned toward the USA/
FAA; but out of that resulted the JAA-JAR/FCL - now EASA.
5) The cost recovery principle for infrastructure and services for
all airspace users started to appear in the 1970.
None of the airspace users; commercial air transport, general
aviation or aerial work (AW) were organised at all for these events
and did not consult with each other. In isolation, they developed
numerous organisations (125 just based in Brussels alone!) that
each look only at their own specific activities without taking the
very complex total aviation world into consideration.
I recall the view that Mode S, FM immunity, HF frequency
congestion and satellite navigation was considered of no interest
to general aviation (which at that time encompassed GA and AW
under the ICAO general aviation definition).
I now again see very similar views being voiced by the very
divided airspace users that many of the scenarios appearing now
in 2005 will appear in different forms in 2025 yet they are still
not being seriously addressed. If this attitude does not quickly
change, in 2025 the non-commercial airspace users will look back
and wonder why they, and their organisations, did nothing to fight
the bureaucracy and restrictions now imposed on their activity.
(Sylvain de Weerdt)
Sylvain can claim to be exceptionally well qualified in
aviation. Since 1954 he has been involved in gliding, fixed wing,
helicopters, parachuting, simulators, ground school, aeroclubs,
operational flying and instructing. During the period 1980 to
2004 he was the IAOPA European Liaison Officer working at
international and EU liaison. His brief was (and still is) to give the
non-scheduled commercial air transport airspace users their place
in European aeronautical activity beside the airlines. Although
now retired from IAOPA he is still lobbying in the interests of the
non-scheduled commercial air transport European Union airspace
users. - Ed
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LETTERS
Corrections to Eurostuff 49

Offence of posthumous murder

F

I seriously wonder if, as punishment for criminal offences is meant
to deter the misdeed ever taking place, the implementation of the
crime of posthumous murder would save some lives.
Perhaps the thought of the stigma living on with the offender’s
family would prevent the offence from being committed.
I am thinking in particular of pilots who take innocent passengers
on board their aircraft and then fly totally beyond their competence
and qualifications, killing themselves and their passengers.
When we hear of ‘accidents’, predominantly of CFIT cause, our
sympathies go out to all involved, but should they?
If a pilot is scud busting in breach of the ICAO Low Flying Rule
and encounters the surface, is that a cause for sympathy? I think that
it is a cause for anger.
I am not talking of the pilot who has made a mistake and is off
course or lost but those who are attempting to keep visual regardless
of how low they fly. I see this situation occur in my area almost
every time the cloud is low when pilots attempt to reach a nearby
airfield. To me it equates to driving a car along a country lane with
three passengers at 120 miles an hour. It’s not a matter of whether
the driver will crash but when. The only feature left to chance
is whether everyone will die or just be injured and whether the
crashing vehicle will kill any others in its wake.
Of course no punishment can be given to the deceased transgressor
but perhaps the knowledge of his family being shamed would put
off a potential statistic from leaving home in marginal conditions.
Following a CFIT incident resulting in multiple fatalities very
close to his home, a member sent in this emotional argument. His
name and address are withheld by request and his views are his
own, although many of us will sympathise with them. - Ed.

irstly, thank you for including me in the circulation of
Instrument Pilot which contains many interesting articles. On
this occasion I feel compelled to respond to the article in Eurostuff
49, in particular the brief report, which contains two factual errors,
of my presentation to the Briefing Day for Business & General
Aviation at Eurocontrol. Since they have been emotive with some in
the past I would like the opportunity to correct Jeppe’s report.
Firstly it is reported that “harmonisation started from above down
to FL245”. This is not correct; in fact the first phase involved FL195
to FL660. All except five ECAC States have already implemented
harmonised Class C above FL195.
Secondly, “Recent news that Flight Level Zulu has been fixed
at FL195” is somewhat premature! As a result of deliberations
in Eurocontrol some two years ago, early consideration of FL Z
was deferred. The current situation is that, in accordance with
the sequence of stages of airspace classification harmonisation as
contained in the Eurocontrol Airspace Strategy for ECAC States,
the harmonisation of ICAO airspace classifications to be applied
throughout ECAC FL195 and below, to the surface, will be applied
above and below a lower division level. This lower division level
will be a State choice from FL195, FL115 or FL95, the intent being
to establish sub-regional volumes each with the same lower division
level. This is not Flight Level Zulu. The disposition and make up of
these sub-regional blocks represents what is very largely already in
place; it is a pragmatic frame on which to apply the harmonisation
of airspace classifications at this interim stage of the Airspace
Strategy.
Later stages of the roll-out of the Airspace Strategy require a
reduction to three categories of airspace and after that, the lowering
of the division level below FL195 to a common base level. That
will be FL Z. At this stage I have no idea of what level FL Z will be.
There will be much consultation with all interested parties during its
development and before any decision is made.
Best regards,
Bill Armit
Chairman Task Force A
Eurocontrol

WANTED
A

PPL/IR Europe member(s) interested in assisting with looking into legislation or
consultation proposals and contributing to responses at parliamentary level. A legal /
economic background would be useful but not essential. No payment of course but much
satisfaction of helping the cause! If you are interested please ring Paul Draper on +44
1962 85 6000 or email him at chairman@pplir.org

Instrument Pilot
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PPL/IR Europe’s Five Islands Tour
Continued from Page 9

Mykanos old town; second home for our superb host: PPL/IR Europe member Panos Efstathiadis
small bay & can only be reached on foot.
Anchored in the bay were several large
private yachts and once the sun had gone
down the full moon came up deep red in
colour, quite, quite magical. The lobster was
pretty special too!

Friday. Mykonos to Keffalinea
Although we were still nine, by now two
of the aircraft had minor ‘niggles’. One
of the vacuum pumps on the Seneca was
unserviceable, as was the autopilot on the
Bonanza. Hand flying the 1,500 nm back
to the UK was not my idea of a good time
but Will Gray felt it best to leave well alone
rather than chance having a local engineer
look at it and possibly make matters worse.
Unfortunately the battery on Paul Turner’s
Trinidad decided to pack up at this point and
again Panos kindly offered his help - and
how! He arranged for a replacement to be
sent over from the mainland by helicopter
– how’s that for service? Nice one Panos.
However, it still meant we had to leave Paul
behind for the moment and hope he could
catch up with us later – so then we were
eight and it was starting to look like Agatha
Christie’s ‘Ten Little Indians’ and an open
question as to how many would make it back
to Dover.
This leg was to be VFR and for some
reason, the slowest left first. One suspects
that Phil Wadsworth’s talk at the recent
AGM about air racing may have inspired
an attempt to get us all to arrive over the
finishing line at Keffalinea together! Athens

Information appeared to be totally un-phased
by all these English speaking pilots in light
aircraft scooting through their sector; even
when five aircraft gave estimates for the
next reporting point which meant we were
passing through at one a minute. A GOOD
lookout was the order of the day. At the end
of this leg Jim Thorpe was the first to call
up Keffalinea only to hear a familiar voice
on the RT calling downwind to land. It was
Anthony in the AA5 last seen at Cannes!
Everyone was really pleased to see him
again and find out how he had faired. And so
we were back up to nine.

Saturday. Keffalinea to Brac
Due to lack of avgas at Keffalinea, most
of the aircraft needed fuel en route before
Brac and had opted for Corfu as a refuelling
stop, but two aircraft, the Mooney and the
remaining Trinidad routed via Albanian
airspace to Dubrovnik for fuel and a whistlestop tour of the old City. The routing over
Albania was interesting. If ever a country
is set for a tourist explosion this must be it.
Majestic mountains, deserted beaches and no
road traffic. One suspects it is all still rather
primitive on the ground but it must surely
take off once they move into the 21st century.
That said, Tirana ATC were straightforward
and easy to deal with. Dubrovnik on the
other hand, was most certainly 21st century
tourism, en-masse. A fascinating town
but if you are thinking of going, go out of
season. Even in mid-June it was very busy,
it must be absolutely packed peak season.

Dubrovnik
Old Town Refuelling
stop on
the return
trip from
Greece
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The airport is some way outside of the town
being about a £20.00 taxi fare each way.
However, the cab back was interesting, being
a 1985 Merc that had done over 650,000
kms, still going strong and in remarkably
good ‘nick’, a tribute to German engineering
even if the engine did sound a bit rough!
From
Dubrovnik
the Trinidad
followed in
very loose
formation
with the
Mooney at
2,000 feet
VFR all the
way up the
Croatian
coast to Brac
making for a
Croatian Islands
memorable
route with islands passing by on either
side in a seemingly never-ending stream,
fantastic!
And so to Brac, where the one and only
“cock up” occurred with the hotel bookings.
We were booked into the Hotel Riu Borak
which at first denied having our booking,
despite having had the deposit. Having had
to admit the mistake was theirs they had to
sort it and got us booked into another hotel
on the complex, albeit of a lower standard,
but - any port in a storm.
Paul had by now got his replacement
battery and made it up from Mykonos so we
were once again up to full strength for the
last night’s meal out at yet another restaurant
with scenic sea views. Next day it was fond
farewells and back home by varying routes.
So was it worth it? You bet – everyone got
on well; the weather was excellent, hotels
good and the flying straightforward. In very
large part these last two items went as well
as they did due to the effort and time put in
by Jim and Judi Thorpe without whom none
of it would have happened. From all of us
who took part, a heartfelt thanks to both of
them.
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